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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE 

 

 
 What a tuber sale! It was unprecedented in 

several ways. It was the first sale after the onset 
of the covid pandemic, we had the least number 
of tubers ever and we sold out in record time; in 
two and one half hours. We still made over 
$5,000.00 for the club. 

 
It was also the debut of our new dahlia booklet: 
"Growing and Showing Dahlias in South 
Western British Columbia".  We sold 32 books at 
the sale and could have sold more. Books will 
be available at our general meetings and there 
are plans to sell them through our website. The 
price is $8.00 each. 

 
There are many people to thank for their help in 
organizing the tuber sale. For bringing the cash 
machines across the border we have to thank 
Jim MacKenzie. 
So many others stepped up to make the sale a 
success. You know who you are. Thank you all 
so very much. 

 
As already mentioned, we had less tubers than 

ever for our sale. The person who contributed the most tubers for the sale was a long time 
member who now lives in Powell River. He contributed about half of the tubers for the sale. 
Thank you Vittorio. 
 
The tuber auction was a great success. We made over $800, probably a record. Thank you 
to all who contributed tubers for this event. 
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The next VDS meeting date is Wednesday May 18th at 7:30pm. Bring your 

questions for the moderated expert grower panel. 
VanDusen Garden Floral Hall 
5251 Oak Street, Vancouver 

There will be judging classes this year on July 23rd. The Federation is running a full 
complement of in person classes south of the border. For the first time we will offer two 
classes locally. A class will be held for those who are candidate and accredited judges. It 
will be held at either the home of Betty or myself as we will be co teaching the class. The 
beginners class will again be taught by Wally and Norm but on a different date as they will 
be teaching the class in the US on the 23rd of July. 
 
The May general meeting will be a panel discussion with several long time members of the 
VDS. Bring your questions about dahlia culture and hopefully we can all learn something. 

 
Peter Krueger 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The new and improved Growing and 
Showing Dahlias in Southwestern British 
Columbia is now available for purchase for 
$8.00. This comprehensive guide is 36 
pages and packed with great information 
and lots of pictures. They will be available 
at the May meeting. Alternatively you can 
have one mailed to you for $8.00 plus $2.50 
for postage. Please contact Betty 
at vancouverdahliasociety@gmail.com to 
order. 
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Dahlias and Water 

By Wayne Holland 

 

On a bright and early summer's morning, with not too much dew present, have you ever 
noticed the beaded necklace of water drops surrounding each leaf of a young, rapidly growing 
Dahlia plant? 

Obviously a system is active that causes a lot of water to be transported up to the leaves 
where evaporation will ordinarily remove it during the daytime. This evaporation is the final 
stage of the water movement system called Transpiration. 

Why so much water? Why the waste? Why not just enough? The explanation lies in the rapid 
growth potential of the Dahlia which requires a certain mineral or fertilizer amount that is 
present in only small concentration, therefore much water must be processed to get the 
necessary dissolved nutrients. Don't be tempted to add extra fertilizer to 'help out'. If the 
solution is too concentrated it will burn the delicate root and leaf tissues. 

Considerable water is also required for the manufacture of the large amount of cellulose 
needed for the structure of the stems and the vascular system Photosynthesis creates sugars 
from water and carbon dioxide and then later reactions convert the sugar into cellulose and 
also into the starch that is stored in the tubers. A little more water is required simply to keep 
each cell full and turgid so as to support the leaf and stem structures. We have all seen a 
droopy Dahlia or two that has either not got enough water available or has not developed an 
adequate root system to supply the plant. 

This last symptom is often caused by planting large tubers, so that the Dahlia, being well 
supplied with food, does not send out sufficient nutrient seeking roots and subsequently 
cannot get the water that a large plant requires. Nothing much can be expected from such a 
plant. Small tubers or plants from cuttings are hardly likely to show this flaw and many people 
will either not plant a large tuber at all or else they will cut much of it away. 

The water requirements of the Dahlia are therefore rather large at times. The demand will 
depend on the total leaf area and also upon the requirements for growth, and once mature, 
especially growth of blooms. 

I have tried to grow Dahlias in tubs, but the chore of watering a mature, blooming plant is very 
demanding. 

My compliments to those who are committed enough to do it. Maybe a drip irrigation system 
could ......?...... Hum, something to think about! 

Later in the season the growth of tubers requires water also, but not in the massive amounts 
needed by rapid cellular growth. 
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In the wild, Dahlias have a dormant season in their mountainous range which is quite cool, but 
mainly quite dry. The tuber has evolved as a water supply storage to keep the plant alive over 
the dry season. When the rains come again, growth resumes. 

This would suggest that to get good tubers you should gradually withhold water at the end of 
the season to mimic the trigger of the natural dormancy period. In our Northwest climate, if 
heavy rains set in, you may as well dig them up as soon as there is a break in the weather. If 
you don't the tubers will rot or become so water rich that prolonged curing is required before 
storage. 

You might even lose some of next years eyes if they begin to sprout in what may seem to the 
Dahlia to be the returning rains of the ancestral spring! 

Another factor to consider is that both the plant and the tubers are more susceptible to frost 
when the natural antifreeze action of the sap sugars is diluted by excess water content. 

Overwatered or waterlogged conditions are never satisfactory as the acidic, low oxygen 
environment inhibits root growth and nutrients are not gathered and growth suffers. 

Conclusion? Water Dahlias as little as you can when they are small in order to promote root 
growth to seek out the limited moisture. Then increasingly more water as leaf area becomes 
significant, and continue through the blooming season. Then less water to ripen the tubers and 
bring the season to a natural end. Common sense is required, of course, and if they look like 
they need a little water, then water them! For example, young plants or seedlings will often wilt 
badly on a very hot day and there is nothing wrong with a few light spays to raise the humidity 
and cool them off. I would caution you however not to soak them every day to try and prevent 
the wilting. Let them be stressed a bit and they will make better roots and be better plants. 

The only time that water is essential, beyond that required to keep the plant looking good, is 
just as the buds are forming. At this stage it is essential to water thoroughly and often or the 
number of petals in the forming buds will be decreased and a much less desirable bloom will 
result. 

 

Water for cut flowers 

A lot of "garden lore" is based on observations that are loosely connected to the facts. Here is 
a perfect example. 

Correct Observation: fresh tap water does not promote flower keeping quality. 

Wrong Conclusion: It is the added Chlorine. 

Fact: gases are much more soluble in cold water, especially under pressure, as in our tap 
systems. This causes Oxygen and Nitrogen, which make up 90+% of air, to dissolve. Putting 
flowers into this cold water is a mistake because as the water warms, the dissolved gases form 
small bubbles IN THE STEM channels, blocking them. Just like an embolism. Letting the water 
stand and warm a bit allows this excess air to escape (and Chlorine too if that is an issue) so 
that the stems can take up water unobstructed. 
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Follow VANCOUVER DAHLIA SOCIETY on Instagram and Facebook 
 

Both Facebook and Instagram accounts can be found under VancouverDahliaSociety or accessed 
at our website vancouverdahliasociety.com on the homepage. 

Many exhibitors add a drop of Chlorine bleach to their cut flower water to kill bacteria which 
can grow and block the water take up system. Adding a touch of sugar duplicates the typical 
cut flower extender formulas. No fertilizer is required. 

 

Foliar Fertilizing 

On a related note. I feel that, while foliar spray does get absorbed by the 
leaves, much does not get absorbed. However the nutrient is in the perfect place to end up 
exactly at the "drip line" where the most active roots are ready to pick it up as soon as heavy 
dew, or excess overnight 
transpiration, or rain, or watering rinse it off the leaves. 

 

Frost Hazard 
Completely dormant tubers will have cell sap with a small ionic component of essential salts 
that give a small antifreeze buffer. Once started into growth, the starch aboard is converted 
into sugar and the antifreeze effect increases quite a bit. 
The water rich tubers after harvest are the MOST vulnerable to freezing. 
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     Five Questions for an Experienced Dahlia Grower 

Thank you Wayne Holland 
for taking the time to answer 
this month’s ‘Five 
Questions’. 

 
Wayne is a Life Member of the Vancouver 
Dahlia Society, is the originator of HY 
dahlias and lives in Naramata, BC. 

His dahlia knowledge is immense and 
VDS is very lucky to have Wayne as a 
member and information contributor to the 
club! 

1. When were you first introduced to 
dahlias? 
 
Pregnant wife = no bending so I was appointed 
garden guy. A friend gave me a mystery clump. 
??? I scooped out a shallow depression, placed it, 
covered with soil. It grew and flowered. Easy. I was 
sold. About 1964. 

 
  
2.  What is your favourite dahlia form? 
 
I require symmetry to please my senses, so FD, 
Ball, some semi cactus. Poms are too small. 
 
 
3. How many varieties of dahlias do you plan to grow this year? 

 
I am growing around 50 named varieties, about 50 seedlings still under review and about 
100 new seedlings 
 
 
 

 4. What is your favourite HY dahlia that you introduced? 

Hy Shy, BB FD FL (Flame). It is extremely beautiful and shows the red flushing most 
brilliantly in bright sunlight with no fading. Strongest stems and a compact growth habit. It 
was released in 2002 Bench 85.667, TG 86.2, 86.25, 86.4 

Jennifer with dahlias from her garden. 

Wayne at Ferncliff Gardens in Mission. 
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Unfortunately Hy Shy seems to be out of 
circulation. I would be very happy to 
compensate anyone who finds it for me. 

 

5. You have lived in interesting 
places, were dahlias involved in each 
location and where did/do they grow 
the best? 
 
Best in Squamish which had a backyard creek 
(Little Stawamus) and moist soil. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Current Vancouver Dahlia Society Executive 
 

President - Peter Krueger 
Vice President  

Secretary - Ann Field 
Treasurer - Jack Duncan 

Past President - Norm Sharp 
Directors - Richard Zuk, Wally Kurth, Susan Birchmore, Ken Birchmore 

Publicity - Evelyn Crawford 
Food Services 

Awards - Robin Anderson 
Bulletin Editor - Susie Sziklai 
Membership - Betty Girard 

Facebook and Instagram - Susie Sziklai 
Webmaster – Frank Girard 

 
 

The Holland Naramata dahlia garden 2021 
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Questions? If you need to contact anyone on the executive, feel free to get in 
touch with us at: 

Email: vancouverdahliasociety@gmail.com 
 

VDS mailing address: 
VDS c/o Betty Girard 

4588 Maysfield Crescent 
Langley, BC 

V3A 4M1 

 
 
 

Welcome New Members 
 

Jane Scherk 
 

Yvonne Dwinnel 
 

Daniel Buggie 
 

Ann Rae 
 

Marilyn Giesbrecht 
 

Allison De Visser 
 

Stephen Hall 
 

Holly Hall 
 

Mary Longworth 
 

Paul Tonello 
 

Michelle Evers 
 

Jessica Clark 
 

Dalyn Szilvassy 
 

Karl Heimersson 
 
 
 
 


